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Introduction to the Scripture
Last week, we began reading through parts of the writings of the prophet

Amos, partly through a little conversation I had with the teens who will be

traveling with me to The United Church of Christ National Youth Event at the

end of the month. We began by talking about what we know about the Bible,

and thus, our Christian, prophetic tradition. Amos, a prophet in a time of great

economic and civil inequality, seemed to fit the bill nicely. Last Sunday, we

read Amos’s vision of “The Plumb Line” a way to measure how society was

falling in line with God’s vision. The Bad news: it wasn’t, the Good News™: it

could.

In this reading, you’ll yet again hear that prophets are no fun at parties. But,

again, listen for the amazing image of the hoped for. You’ll also hear some

harsh words for worshippers for a scripture that we’re reading in worship! Fear

not, remember the plumb line, and let’s listen for how to be a part of a truing

up.

http://bible.oremus.org/?passage=Amos+5:18-24


Sermon
So, first… It has been a week. If you have been away from the news, there has

been a lot of it.

As I said, this series really belongs to the teenagers who will be leaving shortly

for Orlando, FL and National Youth Event. So I want to start with them. Our

conversation a few weeks ago was particularly touched by the shooting at

Pulse, a gay nightclub in the same city. It was very raw and real for them. Sadly,

I think they are learning they may become accustomed to how often news like

this floods our world.

One of the things I heard in that conversation was, though they know that the

United Church of Christ nationally, and First Parish ourselves are accepting and

supportive of LGBTQ folk and recognize and bless same-sex marriages (We

use the kind of church-y code language: Open and Affirming a lot) they

wonder if there is a place or a way in which the Church could help be more

vocal for Gay Rights. And I checked that twice: not inclusion, but rights. That

question stuck with me through two events about different topics that are all

too present for us today.

Both came through wide and diverse gatherings through the Maine

Conference of the United Church of Christ… so if you’re wondering what all

we get from being a part of that body… a lot, including the ability to hear the

Spirit moving in and through people out in the world. The first was a gathering

at Pilgrim Lodge, our Maine Conference, UCC camp. In the wake of all of the

news of the attack on Pulse, the conference staff felt a need to gather,



recognizing that we are an Open and Affirming Conference… To gather, but

also to repent. You see, like a lot of Open and Affirming statements, the

conference’s was approved, and then kind of languished. No one could

particularly remember where it was or what it said.

So lots of young people, and old, gathered together to spend time imagining

what a church that was more “prophetically” open and affirming might be like.

There was—I hope I am not going too far here—a sense of desperation for

our faith communities to listen and engage. A number of churches had

leaped to hold vigils and prayer services, but had not reached out to Gay,

Lesbian, Bi, or Trans people and organizations in community to have them

be invited, participate, or even share their stories, their feelings. There had

been a rush to pour out grief, but not a lot of thought in whose grief should

be held and comforted. Someone actually asked, “know us more, and be

more involved in our lives than a rainbow flag.”

It is tempting for our “open and affirming”-ness too often to be talked about as

a way in which we hope LGBTQ folk will come in, sit in a pew, fill out a pledge

card, and join the happy chorus. It can become rare to worshipfully engage

with the world as it is: just looking at the population that was at that event.

LGBTQ folk are roughly 7% of the youth population. They make up 40% of the

homeless population. In Maine, they are more than twice as likely to

experience dating violence, more than four times as likely to injured in a fight,

three times as likely to skip school because they felt unsafe, three times more

likely to seriously consider suicide, four times more likely to attempt suicide.

AND ON. AND ON. [1]

file:///Users/geoffparker/Dropbox/Apps/Notes/#fn:1


It’s enough to make you think again about how Jesus advised to pray in secret,

and be way more public in the doing. It set me off in a dark night of the soul

about how separate our worship lives can feel from our lives out in the world.

It’s one of the things that doesn’t shock me at all… the more we have insisted

that the church does church-y things and the world does world-y things, the

less the world has had any need of the church.

Amos came to a people in the height of their division between their faith and

their activity in the public square, and that’s what leads him to his proclamation

that the good news hallelujah day that people have been talking up in worship

is gonna smart more than anybody imagined. “The Day of the Lord” is the

ancient Israelite language for a great day of judgment in which God rescues

the persecuted. In this case, they just seem to have lost track of the fact that it

may not be good for those who haven’t been trying to better the world. As the

old t-shirt said: Jesus is coming, look busy.

So Amos comes down heavy on worship: “I despise your festivals… I will not

accept your burnt offerings” say God of a society that has lost touch with what

is happening to those who have been downtrodden. Those who see no justice.

Those who have been cheated by unfair systems of economics and trade. I

swear, it’s all in the book. Amos knows what he’s talking about. Amos delivers

God’s message to Israel’s splendor in worship: what can all this beauty in

language, in action, in song really mean if it never gets out doors?

An aside: I love worship. I love it ancient and sung and lit by candles, I love it

new and in first draft by the poets and scribes of our days. I love worship, but

I’m not always sure about the vigils.



In the time that I have been a pastor here, there have been increasingly

frequent, increasingly shocking, and just straight-up increasingly covered

attacks and incidents of violence in our national psyche. There is space needed

to set down the unquiet that rises up in us in these moments. Space in which

people need to grieve, even if what we are grieving is the loss of the safe

imagined world that we lose over and over again to these events. But I hear

Amos in my head sometimes. I wonder when our worshipful grief will pour out

into the world.

We are, again, as a country mourning the effects of violence and those systems

of racism of our own designing that separate us, and wound us all, and

oppress and destroy the lives of black people in this country with

disproportionate frequency. So let me start by lifting the names: We remember

Alton Sterling.

We remember Philando Castile.

Further, in this week more than most, the cost of that gap and the desperation

it entails was additionally borne on the backs of law enforcement officers,

particularly

- Lorne Ahrens

- Michael Krol

- Michael Smith

- Brent Thompson

- Patrick Zamarripa

It was also borne by those officers who became the trigger of a weapon our

whole society loaded and cocked and pointed into the heart of communities

of color.



I’ll say this loud and clear. Police are us. We don’t have a police problem in this

country, we have an us problem in our country. Law enforcement in all its

permutations is tasked with undergirding the system as we have all defined it.

It’s one of the reasons why implicit bias training for law enforcement and

prosecutors was a thing we could all agree on at our Maine Conference event.

We don’t ask for this kind of training because law enforcement officers are

bad, we ask for it because they are on the front lines of the conflict within our

society as we try to dismantle our own racism, and its the least we can do to

prepare them for that.

We can pray. I hope in that prayer, we will be guided by the Spirit to the very

hurting world, and seek to learn from others… to be with them and witness to

their lives.

We have to become Christ’s own resurrection people… take what has died

and find the energy to make new life, committed to one another in the world.

Otherwise, we just rehearse an endless list of funerals for our hopes. We

collapse inside ourselves and fail to recognize the pain of others. Our vigils

can’t be “solemn assemblies” for the imagined peace that we’ve lost, when

others have lost their lives, having never been granted the comfort of that

imaginary peace.

What these issues have in common is what the Wisdom of Solomon told us

today, and what Jesus shows us all the time. The heart of compassion involves

pulling ourselves up along-side people who are experiencing pain, or grief, or

injustice. Meeting wisdom (i.e. learning) at the gate, in the public square,



where business gets done, where we see the very data of life going by. The

heart of worship is in letting ourselves be transformed by the working of the

Holy Spirit, which sometimes happens by singing a great ol’ hymn in these four

walls… but ALSO happens in the listening and supporting of another human’s

story, lament, and then hope.

So my questions for us today: how are we going to worship in the world with

all the wild and wondrous human family… even those that don’t show up here?

If you don’t know anyone of color… well, even in Maine… that can’t be an

accident. We aren’t in school anymore… we have to make friends. We have to

listen to new voices… if you’re not of those communities look for authors from

LGBTQ or communities of color, heck, try a movie by a black director… they

make those, did you know that Academy Awards?! How will you worshipfully

listen for the stories of people who have dramatically different experiences

than you? What wisdom is there waiting for you? How will you proclaim your

own faith…not First Parish’s, not the United Church of Christ… yours as you

grow to know and walk around with this Jesus… how will you worshipfully

witness and support those places that are so thirsty for justice?

Amos says wise worship will, “let justice roll down like waters, righteousness

like an ever flowing stream”, and that’s not nothin’. There were plenty of rivers

that didn’t run in the dry seasons in Israel and Judah. An ever flowing stream

can sustain a people. Even more, if you know some geology, an ever flowing

stream will straight up change the earth if you let it work long enough.

I love thinking of that… Amos inviting us out into the world to let the wisdom

and knowledge of more just and whole living run all over the place and re-



shape the world, bit by bit wearing down all the hard edges, watering the soil

of our lives, quenching the thirst we have for that wisdom of God found in

each of us, and all of us.

We are gonna wade in those waters someday, let’s get out there and get our

toes wet.

https://truecolorsfund.org/our-issue/

http://escholarship.org/uc/item/80x75033#page–2



1. http://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/pdf/ss/ss60e0606.pdf  ↩
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